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The Role of Bonds in a Portfolio while Interest Rates are Low
Today’s interest rate environment poses a challenge for investors and their
fixed income allocation. In the US and around the world government bond
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yields are at extremely low levels, at the time of writing this report, the US
Treasury 10 year is at .70% and some other countries’ yields are zero or
negative. Over the years investors have looked to bonds for income, capital
preservation and a hedge against inflation. Investors have enjoyed a bull
market in fixed income securities/bonds over the last 40 years!
A little history on interest rates and how they arrived at these levels. In the
early 1980’s Federal Reserve Chairman Volcker raised US rates dramatically
to curb extremely high inflation at the time. Treasury yields ranged from
20% short term to 15% long term at that time. Since that period interest
rates in the US and world have steadily declined as inflation has receded to
less than 2%. Contributing to rate declines was the substantial easing of
monetary policy by central banks during the 2008 financial
crisis. Structurally, economic growth has remained low since that period and
world central banks have never really let their foot off the gas pedal. In
addition, supply of notes/bonds have been removed from the market due to
quantitative easing, demand by a retiring US population, and overseas
investors buying US fixed income securities (as US rates have remained
more attractive than foreign rates). Given the rally in US equities since
2009, one may be surprised that US long dated bonds have performed as
well as the S&P 500 since 2007, as demonstrated in the chart below of the
SPY( S&P index) and BLV the (Vanguard

VTI

long bond index).
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With the spread of the Coronavirus (Covid-19) world central banks have
acted quickly to reduce interest rates further and build on quantitative
easing programs from the 2008 period to keep the financial markets liquid.
Near term and maybe longer, central banks will keep interest rates ultra-low
to stabilize the markets from the economic effects of the Covid-19 pandemic.
A crisis of this magnitude did produce a flight to quality, as investors
purchased US treasuries for safety and sold other types of fixed income
securities, i.e., mortgage backed, municipals, corporate bonds and preferred
securities. Although the US Federal Reserve expanded their quantitative
easing programs to include corporate, municipal bonds and high yield ETFs
to back stop those areas of the market, there still exists some dislocation in
treasury yields to other fixed income securities. As the economies of the
world start to repair, I would expect investors will start to look at
fundamentals, such as the level of inflation, negative real rates of return for
US treasuries securities, and the increased supply of bonds as governments
finance the unprecedented fiscal stimulus and as central banks gradually
unwind quantitative easing.
So now we will answer the question of what role bonds will have in a
portfolio with interest rates at these low levels. Going forward, expect bonds
to have a muted contribution to portfolios. Bonds will be used mainly as a
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diversification tool. As the chart blow illustrates, the drawdown of the AGG
(Barclay’s US bond aggregate) is much less than that of the S&P index in
periods of extreme volatility. But expect the stream of income for bonds to
be much less and there is a chance of a decline in value if interest rates start
to rise. There is no one size fits all answer to an investor’s allocation to
bonds, it should be customized to that individual’s risk tolerance and
income needs. But for the sake of this paper it is safe to say that a
conservative to moderate investor will continue to have some allocation to
fixed income securities or perhaps a substitute alternative investment.

WARREN FINANCIAL

Given the outlook for bonds contribution to a portfolio, from a tactical
standpoint I would recommend an underweight to fixed income/bond
investment at this time.
Laddering
Over the years it was a common practice to use the ladder method to
manage a bond portfolio. The theory was to purchase bonds with different
maturities along the yield curve. As one bond matures you replace it with a
new bond at the longest desired maturity with the expectations that the
fluctuation in rates will have a minimum effect on your cash flow over time.
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But since rates are ultra-low and possibly staying ultra-low for the
foreseeable future, an alternative to a ladder would be to redeploy funds to a
money market fund. Yes, increase your cash position! Treasuries and money
market funds have similar correlations and you are not getting paid to move
out on the yield curve. Another alternative to a ladder might be a barbell
strategy.
Barbell Strategy
In fixed income a barbell strategy is investing in long- and short-term
bonds, avoiding the intermediate sector of the yield curve. Taking a tactical
approach, we suggest investing in the extreme short-end of the yield curve
i.e. money market funds and look at longer dated maturities to take
advantage of wider credit spreads (yield spreads between treasuries vs other
debt classes) and invest in the sweet spots of the corporate or municipal
yield curve. For example, looking at 5 or 10-year AA rated corporate bonds
yielding 1.26% and 1.88% respectively, this is a pick-up of .92 and 1.25 over
similar maturities in US treasuries. Or 10 or 20-year in AA rated municipals
yielding 1.59% and 2.27% respectively, which is a yield pick-up of .97 and
1.23. Using the Barbell approach will give you the opportunity to fill in the
ladder with the money market funds once rates start to normalize.
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The Municipal Bond Advantage
Municipal bonds are excellent in taxable accounts as in most cases the
income is federally tax free. If you are in the 37% tax bracket the tax
equivalent yield on the above-mentioned municipal bonds are 2.7% and
3.8% respectively, a yield pick-up of greater than 4 times that of US
Treasury’s!
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In recommending using corporate or municipal bonds in a portfolio, use an
active municipal bond manager that can take advantage of the best part of
the bond curve as well as pay attention to the credit quality of the individual
bonds.
Avoiding Bond Funds and Bond ETFs
Bond Funds and Bond ETFs are areas you want to avoid with interest rates
at these levels. The average maturity of bond ETF funds has increased over
the last decade. As investors, you have no control over the maturity of the
bonds the mutual funds hold, and you can lose money as interest rates rise.
Alternatives to enhance Bond returns
Another area that accredited investors can use to enhance their bond
portfolios is non correlated-low volatility alternative investments such as
Life settlement contracts, Short-term Commercial Bridge loans and
Professionally Managed Commercial Real Estate. These investments tend to
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have yields in the 5 to 9% range. Using these type investments in a 5-15%
portfolio allocation can enhance cash flow and return at the same time,
while diversifying risk.
Summary
Right now, as the US economy recovers from the Covid-19 crisis, you will
want to stick with quality bonds. Avoid the bank loans, floating rate debt
and high yield markets as those areas have greater credit risk. Governmental
debt may not be the best fixed income vehicle to invest in with yields at
these levels. On a relative basis corporate, mortgage backed and municipal
bonds make sense depending on your tax bracket. Stick with quality credit
and avoid the pitfalls of reaching for yield, in both stocks and bonds!
I’d like to thank my colleague John (Jay) O’Toole for his contribution to this
article.
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